Forget Rules and Robots: Kaunt’s Self‐Learning AI Accounting Evolves With Your
Business
COPENHAGEN ‐ August 29, 2022 ‐ Kaunt, the self‐learning artificial intelligence (AI) accounting
solution, is on a mission to show the world that the future of AI is already here. Kaunt’s AI‐
powered accounting software is ditching inflexible rule‐based systems to help companies and
the public sector save time and eliminate ongoing maintenance costs.
“Kaunt is here to help finance departments automate processes and provide the management
team with AI‐driven decision‐making that provides better, faster, and more accurate insights,”
said Frank Aaquist, CEO of Kaunt. “Our AI rapidly learns from your financial processes to deliver
sustained and increasing value without the need for constant maintenance. Over time, Kaunt’s
AI adapts and evolves with your way of working. Not only can it deliver ROI from day one, it
quickly becomes your most efficient employee.”
With its straightforward plug‐in support for any Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system,
Kaunt demonstrates that the future of intelligent AI technology needed to automatically handle
and adapt to time‐consuming tasks is already here.
Kaunt’s solution is already an integral part of day‐to‐day business. It is a significant player in the
Danish Government’s adoption of AI across the public sector, which is predicted to double
within the next three years. The European Commission recognises the necessity for the public
sector to effectively implement AI solutions and recently created a handbook to provide
guidance on the topic.
By working with self‐learning AI solutions, individuals and companies see that there is a new
relationship forming between humans and technology. With the need for constant monitoring
and maintenance heavily reduced, employees can delegate tasks such as invoicing and trust that
intelligent technology will handle it. Employees can now focus on more critical, rewarding, and
engaging tasks that grow the company further,” said Mads Ellersgaard Kalør, CTO at Kaunt.
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About Kaunt
Kaunt is on a mission to change the future of accounting. By developing innovative and
intelligent self‐learning AI solutions, Kaunt helps finance departments integrate no‐maintenance
automated processes to reduce costs and save time.Kaunt is leading the way in making
accounting more efficient than ever before.

For more information visit kaunt.com.
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